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WHAT IS CINECAMPING?
CineCamping is a study holiday for young people aged between 18 and 30 years old who come from all over
the world. Participants will be offered the opportunity to enjoy a theoretical and practical path of literacy and
knowledge of film professions in Italy. In the meantime, they will establish the production of a film through the
formula of camping in tents in picnic areas. Cinecamping will be held in the creative-cultural context of the Art
Center “TILT” of Marconia (Pisticci, Basilicata) which will be the base for our students to enjoy the stunning landscape setting of Basilicata and its cities, including the famous cave-city Matera.
A STUDY HOLIDAY
CineCamping gives participants the opportunity to combine vacation, study and cinema, through a highly experiential path across culture, tourism and production. It is the perfect experience for young people who wish to
approach film professions for the first time, as well as for those whose aim is to strengthen their former knowledge of cinema and related aspects. CineCamping provides teaching and production of film works to be carried
out in the open air set of Basilicata, a region in the South of Italy, where participants will enjoy the extraordinary
scenarios of the“Sassi” of Matera (stone houses carved out of the caves and cliffs), the golden beaches of the
Ionian Sea and the beautiful lunar landscape of gullies in Pisticci. The area is plenty of stupendous places that
may be discovered and used as film locations. Students will work with one or more filmic productions (fiction,
doc-fiction, documentaries and commercials), with the support and the contribution of a highly qualified team
of directors, cinematographers, editors and sound engineers, and having a fleet of advanced equipment. Cinecamping is also a holiday that Participants will fully experience when spending their free time at the beach of
Pisticci, or attending the several cultural events that take place in the area of the LucanAncient Greece. Finally,
Students will be given the opportunity to participate in the 18th edition of the Lucania Film Festival, during which the Cinecamping works will be projected and introduced both to the general public and to the international
guests the Festival is going to host.
WHO CAN PARTICIPATE AND HOW TO PARTICIPATE
Cinecamping is open to young people aged between 18 and 30 (Eu citizens and non-EU)
Students can apply by filling in the online form on the website www.lucaniafilmfestival.it
They are required to attach a CV and a copy of the declaration of the first installment paid by bank transfer. The
minimum number of participants is 75 with a maximum of 100. The inscriptions occur in order of arrival, until all
spots will be filled. The application deadline is june 10, 2017.
WHERE AND WHEN:
The base camp is the Art Center TILT of Pisticci (Matera). It will be the main location of the Lucania Film Festival;
the area will be equipped with indoor and outdoor spaces (camping area, lab etc). The movie set will be Pisticci
(Calanchi and seaside) and Matera (Sassi and Murgia).
The event will take place from Agust 6 to August 13, upon reaching the minimum number of participants (min.
75 - max. 100 students).
THE PARTICIPATION FEE
The participation fee to cinecamping is
*€ 449,00 (from 6th to 11th august with 3 Lucania festival daily program)
*€ 499,00 (from 6th to 13th august with 5 Lucania festival daily program)
**€ 319,00 (from 6th to 11th august with two Lucania festival days)**
*and includes: general care; insurance; camping site services; breakfast and dinner (half board); film workshops
with professionals in the national and international field; workshops; transfers to the movie set and beach areas.
After completing the course, students will receive a certificate of participation.
**Not includes camping site services; breakfast and dinner (half board).
First installment of EUR 200, the second to be paid by July 2, 2017.
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